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Attention Culligan Customer:

Your local independently operated Culligan dealer employs trained service and maintenance personnel who are experienced
in the installation, function and repair of Culligan equipment. This publication is written specifically for these individuals and is
intended for their use.
We encourage Culligan users to learn about Culligan products, but we believe that product knowledge is best obtained by
consulting with your Culligan dealer. Untrained individuals who use this manual assume the risk of any resulting property
damage or personal injury.
NOTICE

Please send any suggestions for improving this manual to productmanuals@culligan.com
WARNING! Electrical shock hazard! Prior to servicing equipment, disconnect power supply to prevent
electrical shock.
WARNING! If incorrectly installed, operated, or maintained, this product can cause severe injury.
Those who install, operate, or maintain this product should be trained in its proper use,
warned of its dangers, and should read the entire manual before attempting to install, operate, or maintain this product. Failure to comply with any warning or caution that results
in any damage will void the warranty.
CAUTION!

This product is not to be used by children or persons with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities, or lack of experience or knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction.

CAUTION!

Children should be instructed not to play with this appliance.

CAUTION!

If the power cord from the transformer to the unit looks or becomes damaged, the cord
and transformer should be replaced by a Culligan Service Agent or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

WARNING! This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules subject to the two following
conditions: 1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2) This device must accept all interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
This equipment complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the
manufacturer could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment. Changes or modifications not expressly approved by
the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

CAUTION!

To reduce the risk of fire, use only No. 26 AWG or larger telecommunications line cord.

NOTE

This system is not intended for use with water that is microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality
without adequate disinfection either before or after the system.

NOTE

Check with your public works department for applicable local plumbing and sanitation codes. Follow local
codes if they differ from the standards used in this manual. To ensure proper and efficient operation of the
Culligan equipment to your full satisfaction, carefully follow the instructions in this manual.

Products manufactured and marketed by Culligan International Company (Culligan) and its affiliates are protected by patents
issued or pending in the United States and other countries. Culligan reserves the right to change the specifications referred to
in this literature at any time without prior notice. Culligan, Aqua-Sensor, Tripl-Hull, and SoftMinder are trademarks of Culligan
International Company or its affiliates.
Culligan International Company
9399 West Higgins Road, Suite 1100
Rosemont, Illinois 60018
1-847-430-2800
www.culligan.com
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Analytical
Laboratory
Services
Water Testing Made Easy.

Culligan’s Analytical Laboratory provides its customers with quality water analysis using EPA approved methods. Our Analytical
Laboratory is certified by the State of Illinois EPA, to be compliant with the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation
Conference (NELAC) standards. In addition to Illinois chemical certification, our Analytical Laboratory is certified to perform
coliform and E. coli testing.
We strive to provide our customers with the testing they need at the lowest possible cost with the quickest turn-around time.

STANDARD
WATER TESTING
For sizing systems and
general chemical water
characteristics.

WELL
WATER TESTING
• Basic • Realtor
• Drilling Surveilance
• Expanded
• Gold

SPECIAL
WATER TESTING
• Hemodialysis • Scale
• Resin • Organic
• Microbiology
• Membrane

Contact your local Culligan Dealer today to
make sure your water is it’s best it can be.

1-877-889-8195
E-mail: Water.Analysis@culligan.com

www.culligan.com
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Introduction
Read this Manual First

Before you operate the Culligan® High Efficiency (HE) water filter systems, read this manual to become familiar with the
device and its capabilities. The system must be supplied with cold water only.
Culligan® High Efficiency water filter systems are designed to meet the needs of applications for high quality water. This
manual contains important information about the unit, including information needed for installation, operating, and maintenance procedures. A troubleshooting section provides a guide for quick and accurate problem solving.
In order for the water treatment system to continue to provide high quality water, you must develop a
thorough understanding of the system and its operation. Review this manual before making any attempt
to install, operate, or service the system. Installation or maintenance done on this system by an untrained service person can cause major damage to equipment or property damage.
The Culligan High Efficiency 1.5” Water Filters have been tested and certified by WQA and IAPMO
against NSF/ANSI Standard 372, CSA B483.1, and NSF/ANSI Standard 61 for Materials Safety Requirements only. Not certified for Contaminant Reductions or Structural Integrity by WQA.
The HE 1.5 Water Filter Control Enclosure complies with the UL 50/50E and UL 746C standards for a
NEMA 3R Enclosure Rating.
For installations in Massachusetts, Massachusetts Plumbing Code 248 CMR shall be adhered to. Consult your licensed plumber for installation of this system. This system and its installation must comply
with state and local regulations. The use of saddle valves is not permitted.
The HE 1.5” Water Filter Systems are not intended for household use.

About this Manual
This manual:
•

Familiarizes the operator with the equipment

•

Explains installation and setup procedures

•

Explains the various modes of operation

•

Gives specifications and troubleshooting information

This publication is based on information available when approved for printing. Continuing design refinements could cause
changes that may not be included in this publication.
NOTE

Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, on C-Port
(www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.

Safe Practices

Throughout this manual there are paragraphs set off by special headings.

Note/Notice

Note or Notice is used to emphasize installation, operation or maintenance information which is important, but does not
present any hazard. For example,
NOTICE

The nipple must extend no more than 1 inch above the cover plate.

Caution

Caution is used when failure to follow directions could result in damage to equipment or property. For example,

CAUTION!

Cat. No. 01024514

Disassembly while under water pressure can result in flooding.
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Warning

Warning is used to indicate a hazard which could cause injury or death if ignored. For example,
WARNING! Electrical shock hazard! Unplug the unit before removing the timer mechanism or
cover plates!
The CAUTION and WARNING paragraphs are not meant to cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. It
must be understood that common sense, caution, and careful attention are conditions which cannot be built into the equipment. These MUST be supplied by the personnel installing, operating, or maintaining the system.
Be sure to check and follow the applicable plumbing codes and ordinances when installing this equipment. Local codes
may prohibit the discharge of acid or caustic solutions to drain. An extra solution tank should be used to neutralize the
solution before discharging to drain.
Use protective clothing and proper face or eye protection equipment when handling chemicals or power tools.

Serial Numbers

The control valve serial number is located on the back of the timer case.
The media tank serial number is located on the top surface of the tank.
This publication is based on information available when approved for printing. Continuing design refinement could cause
changes that may not be included in this publication.
NOTE
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Do not remove or destroy the serial number. It must be referenced on request for warranty repair or
replacement.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Basic Principles
Activated Carbon Filter

Filters reduce unpleasant taste and odors from the water supply. In normal operation, the water passes through the multiport valve into the top of the media tank. As it flow down through the mineral bed, sediment in the water is filtered out and
objectionable dissolved gases are absorbed into the mineral. The clear water that leaves the bottom of the media tank and
goes into the service lines is free from many disagreeable taste and odors.

Depth Filter

Depth filters filter both heavy sediment and suspended matter from the water supply. In normal operation, the water passes through the multi-port valve and into the top of the media tank. As the water flows down through the mineral bed, sediment in the water is filtered out. The clear water that leaves the bottom of the media tank and flows through the service
lines is free from most sediment and suspended matter.

Greensand Filter*

Culligan’s standard Greensand Filters operate as a continuous feed system similiar to a depth filter and not as a batch
style system. Greensand can remove manganese and both oxidized and soluble iron using a chlorine-injection feed
system ahead of the filter. Reconditioning frequency is dependent on filter loading, but a maximum chlorine demand of
10 mg/L is recommended. Desludging tanks or alternative methods of reducing the chlorine dosing may be required. This
system is not recommended for removing high levels of sulfur.

Filtering Process

To keep the filter operating properly, it is necessary to periodically remove the accumulated sediment from the mineral
bed. This done by a three-step process:

Backwash

The direction of flow through the tank is reversed, and the mineral bed is backwashed. This action expands and agitates
the bed, releasing the sediment that is then carried up and out to the drain.

Settle

The tank is allowed to be in an idle state to tallow the different types of media to stratisfy and settle. Water flow to the
drain will be present during this step.

Fast Rinse

A rapid downflow flush repacks the mineral bed and washes out traces of sediment not removed by backwash.

Backwash Frequency

Generally, backwash the HE 1.5 filter once per week. However, more frequent cleaning is recommended for water with
high turbidity. On filters with pressure gauges, the differential pressure across the filter can be monitored.
Carbon, depth and greensand filters should be cleaned when the differential pressure across the filter increases by 8–10
psi over the pressure differential across a clean filter bed.
*Greensand filters are not WQA or IAMPO certified.
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Performance Specifications
In order to function properly, some operational parameters must be followed. They include:
1.

An operating water pressure between 20 and 125 psi (138-862 kPa). If water pressure is greater than 80 psi, Culligan
recommends following the IAPMO Uniform Plumbing code section 806.2 by installing a Pressure Regulating Valve
before the system. Operating on high presure for extended periods of time can increase the service frequency of replacement parts. If water pressure can drop below the minimum water pressure, add a booster pump to maintain a
25 psi (172 kPa) minimum operating pressure.

2.

Operating temperature between 33° and 120°F or 1°–49°C.

3.

Clear (non-turbid) water supplies (Less than 5 NTU).

Culligan HE 1.5 Depth Filter & Progressive Flow Depth Filter
Tank Size, in. [mm]

HE DF 12

HE DF 14

HE DF 16

HE DF 21

12x52 [305x1321]

14x47 [356x1194]

16x53 [406x1346]

21x62 [533x1575]

Pipe Size, in. [mm]

1.5 [38.1]

Temperature

33–120°F

Water Pressure

20–125 psi

Water Pressure (Canada Only)

20–90 psi

Electrical

24V/60 Hz/21.6 W

Installed Size (HxDxW, in.)

62x24x14

57x24x14

63x24x16

72x24x21

52"

47"

53"

62"

180 [82]

205 [93]

280 [127]

615 [280]

8@3

11@3

14@4

24@8

30.3@20.7

41.6@20.7

50.3@27.6

90.8@55.2

12@5

16@6

21@6

36@13

45.4@34.5

60.6@41.4

79.5@41.4

136.3@89.6

10 [38.1]

15 [56.8]

20 [75.7]

30 [113.6]

Clear height required above unit
Media Quantity, lb. [kg]
Normal Service Flow, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Peak Service Flow, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Backwash Flow, gpm [lpm]
pH limitation
Regeneration Time

4

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter

6–9.5
30 minutes
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Culligan HE 1.5 Carbon Filter & Progressive Flow Carbon Filter
Tank Size, in. [mm]

HE CF 12

HE CF 14

HE CF 16

HE CF 21

12x52 [305x1321]

14x47 [356x1194]

16x53 [406x1346]

21x62 [533x1575]

Pipe Size, in. [mm]

1.5 [38.1]

Temperature

33–120°F

Water Pressure

20–125 psi

Water Pressure (Canada Only)

20–90 psi

Electrical

24V/60 Hz/21.6 W

Installed Size (HxDxW, in.)
Clear height required above unit
Media Quantity, ft [L]
3

Taste & Odor Removal, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Dechlorination, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Backwash Flow, gpm [lpm]

62x24x14

57x24x14

63x24x16

72x24x21

52"

47"

53"

62"

2 [57]

3 [85]

3 [85]

6 [170]

4@1

5@1

7@1

12@2

15.1@6.9

18.9@6.9

26.5@6.9

45.4@13.8

8@1

11@2

14@2

24@8

30.3@6.9

41.6@13.8

53.0@13.8

90.8@55.2

8 [30.3]

10 [37.9]

15 [56.8]

25 [94.6]

pH limitation

5–11

Regeneration Time

30 minutes

Culligan HE 1.5 Greensand Filter* & Progressive Flow Greensand Filter*
Tank Size, in. [mm]

HE GF 12

HE GF 14

HE GF 16

HE GF 21

12x52 [305x1321]

14x47 [356x1194]

16x53 [406x1346]

21x62 [533x1575]

Pipe Size, in. [mm]

1.5 [38.1]

Temperature

33–120°F

Water Pressure

20–125 psi

Water Pressure (Canada Only)

20–90 psi

Electrical
Installed Size (HxDxW, in.)
Clear height required above unit
Media Quantity, lb. [kg]
Normal Service Flow, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Peak Service Flow, gpm@psi
lpm@kPa
Backwash Flow, gpm [lpm]

24V/60 Hz/21.6 W
62x24x14

57x24x14

63x24x16

72x24x21

52"

47"

53"

62"

180 [82]

205 [93]

280 [127]

615 [280]

8@3

11@3

14@4

24@8

30.3@20.7

41.6@20.7

50.3@27.6

90.8@55.2

12@5

16@6

21@6

36@13

45.4@34.5

60.6@41.4

79.5@41.4

136.3@89.6

10 [38.1]

15 [56.8]

20 [75.7]

30 [113.6]

pH limitation
Regeneration Time

6–9.5
30 minutes

*Greensand filters are not WQA or IAMPO certified.
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Preparation
Component Description

The water filter is shipped from the factory in a minimum of three cartons. Remove all components from their cartons and
inspect them before starting installation.

Control Valve Assembly

Includes the High Efficiency control valve, meter, and the bypass valve. Small
parts packages will contain additional installation hardware, and the filter Owner’s Guide.

Media Tank

Includes Quadra-Hull™ media tank complete with outlet manifold and inlet
strainer.

Filter Media

Includes the filter media. See the filling procedure in the installation section for
proper filling instructions.

Tools and Materials

The following tools and supplies will be needed, depending on installation method. Observe all applicable codes.
NOTE

Check and comply with your state and local codes. You must follow these guidelines.
For installations in Massachusetts, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Plumbing Code 248 CMR
shall be adhered to. Consult your licensed plumber for installation of the system. This system and its
installation must comply with state and local regulations. The use of saddle valves is not permitted.

All Installations
•

Safety glasses

•

Phillips screwdrivers, small and medium tip.

•

Gauge assembly

•

Silicone lubricant (P/N 00471507 or equivalent)—DO NOT USE PETROLEUM-BASED LUBRICANTS

•

A bucket, preferably light-colored

•

Towels

Special Tools
•

Torch, solder and flux for sweat copper connections

•

Use only lead-free solder and flux for all sweat-solder connections, as required by state and local codes.

•

Threading tools, pipe wrenches and thread sealer for threaded connections.

•

Saw, solvent and cement for plastic pipe connections.

Materials
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•

Drain line, 1/2” (P/N 00303082, gray, semi-flexible; or P/N 00331946, black, semi-rigid; or equivalent)

•

Thread sealing tape

•

Pressure reducing valve (if pressure exceeds 125 psi [860 kPa])

•

Pipe and fittings suited to the type of installation

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Application
Water Quality

Verify that raw water and flow rate are within limits as outlined in the specifications.

CAUTION!

Do not use where the water is microbiologically unsafe or with water of unknown
quality without adequate disinfection before or after the unit.

Pressure

If pressure exceeds 125 psi (860 kPa), install a pressure reducing valve (see materials checklist). On private water systems, make sure the minimum pressure (the pressure at which the pump starts) is greater than 20 psi (140 kPa). Adjust
the pressure switch if necessary.

CAUTION!

The use of a pressure reducing valve may limit the flow of water in the household.

Temperature

Do not install the unit where it might freeze, or next to a water heater or furnace or in direct sunlight. Outdoor installation is
not recommended and voids the warranty. Use the Culligan Outdoor HE filter for outdoor installations. The Culligan Outdoor HE filter has been certified by Underwriter’s Laboratories for outdoor installation. If installing in an outside location,
you must take the steps necessary to assure the filter, installation plumbing, wiring, etc. are as well protected from the
elements (sunlight, rain, wind, heat, cold), contamination, vandalism, etc. as when installed indoors.

Location
Space Requirements

Allow 6–12 inches (15–30 cm) behind the unit for plumbing and drain lines and 4 feet (1.3 meters) above the unit for
service access.

Floor Surface

Choose an area with solid, level floor free of bumps or irregularities. Bumps, cracks, stones and other irregularities can
cause the salt storage tank bottom to crack when filled with salt and water.

Drain Facilities

Choose a nearby drain that can handle the rated drain flow (floor drain, sink or stand pipe). Refer to the Drain Line Chart,
Table 3 on page 18, for maximum drain line length.
NOTE

Most codes require an anti-siphon device or airgap. Observe all local plumbing codes and drain
restrictions. The system and installation must comply with all state and local laws and regulations.

Electrical Facilities

A 10-foot cord and wall mount plug-in transformer are provided. The customer should provide a receptacle, preferably one
not controlled by a switch that can be turned off accidentally. Observe local electrical codes.
NOTE

P/N 01012956 and P/N 01018133 plug-in transformer are rated for indoor installations only.

NOTE

The filter works on 24 Volt/60 Hz power only. Be sure to use the included transformer. Be sure the
electrical outlet and transformer are in an inside location to protect from moisture. Properly ground to
conform with all governing codes and ordinances.

Cat. No. 01024514
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Terms

Distributor—A pipe with slits that allows the water to enter and leave inside the media tank.
Media Tank—The underbedding and resin the media tank holds.
Recondition—A process where the media is revitalized to filter again.
Media—The actual material that filters water.
Underbedding—A gravel mixture that keeps the filter media from entering the distributors.
Manifold

Freeboard (C)

Media

Gravel
Underbedding

Distributor

Figure 1. Media tank.
8
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Controller Features
Culligan Smart Controller™

The Culligan Smart Controller is designed to operate a wide range of existing and new High
Efficiency softener and filtration valves. The Smart Controller is designed to be both reliable and
easy to use. The Smart Controller features a bright and easy to read display.
New Smart Controller features:
•

Optional wireless remote control.

•

Optional telephone modem—calls for service.

•

Upgrade to the latest firmware when it becomes available (requires GBE Updater).

•

Automatically sets time and date.

•

Five-year battery backup with real-time-clock.

•

Support for auxiliary outputs.

The Smart Controller uses a circuit board designed to mount onto the control valve attached to a water softener or filter.
There are four other, optional, add-on modules in the Smart Controller family. These modules include:

Wireless Remote Control

This remote control displays the current status of the water softener or filters and allows for remote control. It can be
located up to 200 feet away from the Smart Controller (depending upon building construction materials).

Modem Board

This module can be installed into either the Smart Controller or the Wireless Remote. It allows for the system to be remotely monitored detecting problems before they occur.
NOTE

Modem kit requires a one-year subscription to either Level 1 or Level 2 Telecom package. See on
C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Telemetry Tab for details.

RF Transmitter

This module is installed into BOTH the Smart Controller and the Wireless Remote to allow them to communicate via
Radio Frequency (RF) communications. In North America, these modules communicate at 915 MHz and are designed to
work without interference with other 915
MHz devices such as cordless telephones
and baby monitors. Other frequencies are
used in other countries.

Auxiliary Board

This module can be installed into the
Smart Controller to provide a variety of
add-on capabilities such as operation of
external solenoid valves and relays(typically used in commercial applications).

Flow Meter

The High Efficiency filter can monitor any
hall-effect type flow meter signal and use
it as the basis of monitoring the amount of
water flowing through the valve.
The connectors used with these add-on
modules, as well as connectors for the HE
Sensor Products, are shown in Figure 2.

Cat. No. 01024514

MODEM BOARD
RF BOARD 915MHz

MOTOR CONNECTOR
POSITION SENSOR
CONNECTION

AUXILIARY BOARD

PHONE

AQUA SENSOR
FLOW METER
2.5V
24V

POWER

Figure 2. Smart Controller circuit board for HE filter.
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Installation
Install Distribution System
CAUTION!

Do not attempt to use any distribution part that is damaged. Doing so may create
operational problems and/or create a substantial risk of consequential damage not
covered by the product warranty.

Mark flush with tank opening

Media Tank

Remove distributor and cut square on mark
Distributor

Deburr distributor pipe

Media Tank

Rest flat on the bottom

Figure 3. Install Distribution System

10
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Loading the Media
NOTE

Do NOT attempt to load the media without having the tank in its final position. Moving the tank once
the media has been loaded will be difficult at best.

1.

Cover the top of the distributor pipe with tape that will prevent media from entering the distributor.

2.

Use a funnel in the opening to add 6” of water to protect the distributor.

3.

Load Media per Table 1 and Figure 4 and Figure 5.

4.

Clean tank threads, remove tape and check for any foriegn materials

NOTE

Minimize the amount of water added until final positioning of the tank with the control valve mounted.

NOTE

For Carbon Filters, the recommended soaking time for Cullar D media is 12 hours minimum with a subsequent backwash for 30 minutes to remove fine particles.
Table 1. Loading Quantities
Model

12

14

16

21

Bottom Layer: Cullsan Medium Gravel (lbs)

30

50

70

200

Top Layer: Cullar D Plus (ft3)

2

3

3

6

Freeboard (inches)

15

12

18

15

Bottom Layer: Cullsan U (lbs)

25

50

75

200

Second Layer: Cullsan G50 (lbs)

50

50

50

100

Third Layer: Cullsan A (lbs)

55

55

55

165

Top Layer: Cullcite (lbs)

50

50

100

150

Freeboard (inches)

16

17

19

13

Carbon Filter

Depth Filter

Greensand Filter*
Sub-Bottom Layer: Cullsan Medium Gravel (lbs)

100

Bottom Layer: Cullsan U (lbs)

50

50

50

50

Second Layer: Cullsan G50 (lbs)

50

50

50

100

Third Layer: Cullsorb (lbs)

45

90

180

270

Top Layer: Cullcite (lbs)

25

25

25

25

Freeboard (inches)

15

15

15

15

Notes for preparing Greensand filters* for service:
1.

Before adding the last Cullcite (anthracite) layer backwash the existing media including the Cullsorb for 10
minutes or until the water is clear at the drain. Then stop the backwash, depressurize the system and drain the
water down to within 3 - 4 inches above the media.

2.

For every cubic foot of Culsorb media to be treated mix 0.5 gallons of 5.75% Chlorine Bleach or 0.2 gallons of
12% Sodium Hypochlorite into 6.5 gallons of water. Pour the chlorine mixture into the tank and allow it to soad
for a minimum of 4 hours.

3.

Re-pressurize the unit, fill with water and rinse the media until the free chlorine residual at the drain is less than
0.2 mg/L.

4.

Depressurize the unit and drain down the water and add the final Cullcite (anthracite layer. Fill with water and
initiate a complete backwash and rinse cycle.

5.

The unit is now ready for operation.

*Greensand filters are not WQA or IAMPO certified.
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Freeboard
Freeboard
Cullcite
Cullsan A/ Cullsorb
Cullar D Plus

Cullsan G50

Cullsan U

Cullsan U

Cullsan Medium Gravel
Cullsan Medium Gravel
Figure 4. Carbon Filter

Figure 5. Depth/Greensand Filter

Mount the Control Valve

1.

Lubricate the outlet distributor O-ring with a
silicone-based lubricant.

2.

3.

Install the inlet disperser to the
bottom of the control valve.

Install the tank adapter o-ring above the
valve’s threads. Do not lubricate, but can
be wetted with water.
4. Lower the control valve slowly onto
the tank so that the distributor tube fits
into the center of the control valve and
then screw the control onto the tank.

Figure 6. Mounting the control valve.
12
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Suggested Piping Installations

The piping layouts below depict a traditional three-valve bypass. Culligan also offers an optional bypass valve that connects directly to the inlet and outlet of the water filter.
NOTE

Interconnecting pipe and fittings, bypass valves, and isolation valves are not supplied.
CAUTION!

NOTE

DO NOT make a direct connection to the drain. Provide an air gap of at least four times
the diameter of the drain pipe or conform to local sanitation codes and to permit the
observation of drain flow.

Figure 8 displays externally blocking valves for alternating or progressive flow. Internally blocked progressive flow is plumbed similarly but without the blocking valves.
BYPASS VALVE (NORMALLY CLOSED)

FILTERED WATER
MANUAL
OUTLET VALVE

UNFILTERED WATER
MANUAL
INLET VALVE
VACUUM BREAKER

SMART
CONTROLLER

BYPASS VALVE (NORMALLY CLOSED)

FILTERED
WATER

UNFILTERED
WATER

BLOCKING
VALVE

BLOCKING
VALVE

MANUAL
INLET VALVE
VACUUM BREAKER
SMART
CONTROLLER

High Efficiency Twin

Figure 7. HE 1.5 single tank piping.

Figure 8. HE 1.5 duplex alternating tank piping.
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Drain Line Flow Control

Refer to Table 2 for the recommended drain line flow control to be used for various size tanks.
Refer to Figure 9 through Figure 11 and instructions below for changing the drain line flow control.
Table 2. Flow Restrictors
Target Flow Rate (gpm)

Depth Filter & Greensand Filter**
Flow Control

Carbon Filter Flow Control

Tank

Depth
Filter

Carbon
Filter

Greensand
Filter**

Feed Pressure
<45 psi

Normal
Pressure

Feed Pressure
<45 psi

Normal
Pressure

12"

10

8

4

10 gpm

10 gpm

8 gpm*

8 gpm*

14"

15

10

5

J

J

10 gpm

10 gpm

16"

20

15

7

K

K

J

E

21"

30

25

12

L

L

L

K

*Shipped assembled in control from factory.

**Greensand filters are not WQA or IAMPO certified.

Drain Line Flow Control Replacement

Refer to Table 2, Figure 9 through Figure 11, and the instructions below to replace the drain line flow control.
1. Remove the cover by releasing the cover fastener from the control valve. See Figure 9 and Figure 10.
2. Remove the drain clip and pull off the drain connector.
3. Remove the drain line flow control located behind the connector.
4. Install the correct backwash flow control
5. Reverse the procedure to reassemble.
NOTE

The number on the flow control should face into the valve body.

NOTE

Do not re-install the cover until the drain line tubing is connected.

Figure 9. HE 1.5 filter cover fastener clip.

Figure 10.

Removing the HE 1.5 filter cover.

Elbow Plug
Clips
Spacer
Flow Control
Drain Connector
Figure 11.
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Attaching the Cover

Once the drain and brine line is connected re-attach the cover. Refer to the below instructions and Figure 12 through
Figure 14.
1.

Insert the two pins on the top of the cover into the two holes on top of the frame; the cover should be slightly
angled. See Figure 12.

2.

Rotate the cover downward inserting the two pins on the side of the cover into the two holes on side of the
frame. See Figure 13.

3.

Attach the cover fastener onto the control valve. See Figure 14.

Figure 12.

Cover fastener clip.

Figure 13.

Reattaching the HE 1.5 filter cover.

Push down into place

Cover Fastener
Figure 14.

Cat. No. 01024514

Reattaching the cover fastener.
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Straight-Through Adapter

Each filter is shipped with a Culligan® straight-through adapter to connect the filter to the plumbing system.

CAUTION!

Close the inlet supply line and relieve the system pressure before cutting into
the plumbing! Flooding could result if not done!
Assembly Pins

Straight-Through Adapter Installation

Refer to Figure 15 and the instructions below to connect the
meter, straight-through adapter, and interconnecting pipe.
1.

All HE 1.5 units are equipped with a meter. The
meter is installed on the outlet side of the control
valve. The meter body fits in the same space as the
coupling between the control valve and the straight
through adapter. Make sure the arrow on the flow
meter is pointing in the direction of the flow.

2.

The straight-through adapter connects directly to
the control valve with the meter and coupling and
two assembly pins. Lubricate all O-rings on the couplings/meter with silicone lubricant. See Figure 15.

NOTE

Coupling

The Low Flow Meter has a white dot on the
connection for the wire harness.

Flow Meter
Straight-Through Adapter
Figure 15.

NOTE
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Straight-Through Adapter assembly.

If the ground from the electrical panel or breaker box to the water meter or underground copper pipe
is tied to the copper water lines and these lines are cut during installation of the straight-through
adapter, an approved grounding strap must be used between the two lines that have been cut in order
to maintain continuity. The length of the grounding strap will depend upon the number of units being
installed. In all cases where metal pipe was originally used and is later interrupted by the straightthrough adapter to maintain proper metallic pipe bonding, an approved ground clamp c/w not less
than #6 copper conductor must be used for continuity. Check your local electrical code for the correct
clamp and cable size.
CAUTION!

Close the inlet supply line and relieve the system pressure before cutting into the
plumbing! Flooding could result if not done!

CAUTION!

When making sweat connections, use care to keep heat away from the plastic nuts
used to connect the plumbing to the bypass. Damage to these components may result
otherwise.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Optional Bypass Valve Installation

Refer to Figure 16 and the instructions below to connect the meter, bypass valve, and interconnecting pipe.
1.

All HE units are equipped with a Soft-Minder® meter. The meter is installed on the outlet side of the control
valve. The meter body fits in the same space as the coupling between the control valve and the bypass. Make
sure the arrow on the flow meter is pointing in the direction of the flow.

2.

The bypass valve connects directly to the control valve with the meter and coupling and two assembly pins.
Lubricate all O-rings on the couplings/meter with silicone lubricant.
Assembly Pins

Coupling

Flow Meter
Bypass
Figure 16.
NOTE

Bypass valve assembly.

The Low Flow Meter has a white dot on the connection for the wire harness.

To bypass, turn the blue knob clockwise (see directional arrow on end of knob) until the knob stops as shown. DO NOT
OVERTIGHTEN! (Figure 17). To return to service, turn the blue knob counter-clockwise (see directional arrow on the end
of knob) until the knob stops as shown. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN! (Figure 18)
About 1-1/4”

A screwdriver shank may be
used in the slot as a lever for
extra turning force if needed.

Figure 17.
Cat. No. 01024514

Turn blue bypass knob clockwise.

Figure 18.

Turn bypass knob counter-clockwise.
Installation
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Drain Line Connection

Refer to Table 3 for drain line length and height limitations under the applicable tank size.
1.

Remove 3/4" pipe clamp from the small parts pack included with the control.

2.

Route a length of 3/4" drain line from the drain elbow to the drain.

3.

Fasten the drain line to the elbow with the clamp.

4.

Secure the drain line to prevent its movement during regeneration. When discharging into a sink, or open floor
drain, a loop in the end of the tube will keep it filled with water and will reduce splashing at the beginning of
each regeneration.

NOTE

Waste connections or drain outlets shall be designed and constructed to provide for connection to the
sanitary waste system through an air gap of two pipe diameters or 1 inch, whichever is larger.

NOTE

Note: Observe all plumbing codes. Most codes require an anti-siphon device or air gap at the discharge point. The system and installation must comply with state and local laws and regulations.
Table 3. Maximum drain tubing run length.

Ave.
Water
Press.
psi
kPa

4 in.
0.1 m

1 ft.
0.3 m

2 ft.
0.6 m

3 ft.
0.9 m

30

44 ft

38

28

18

210

13.4 m

11.6

8.5

5.5

Height of Drain Tubing Discharge Above Floor Upon Which Filter Sets
4 ft.
1.2 m

5 ft.
1.5 m

6 ft.
1.8 m

7 ft.
2.1 m

8 ft.
2.4 m

9 ft.
2.7 m

10 ft.
3.1 m

50

103 ft

97

87

77

67

57

47

37

27

17

7

350

13.4 m

29.6

26.5

23.5

20.4

17.4

14.3

11.3

8.2

5.2

2.1

70

129 ft

123

113

103

93

83

73

63

53

43

33

480

39.3 m

37.5

34.5

31.4

28.4

25.3

22.3

19.2

16.2

13.1

10.1

90

145 ft

139

129

119

109

99

89

79

69

59

49

620

44.2 m

42.4

39.3

36.3

33.2

30.2

27.1

24.1

21.0

18.0

14.9

120

153 ft

147

137

127

117

107

97

87

77

67

57

830

46.7 m

44.8

41.8

38.7

35.7

32.6

29.6

26.5

23.5

20.4

17.4

Circuit Board Connections

The 24 Volt power supply and flow meter wire harness is already connected to the circuit board. If no other circuit board
connections are required proceed to the First Time Setup. Refer to the instructions below and Figure 19 to Figure 26 for
connecting accessories to the circuit board.

WARNING! Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before connecting.

CAUTION!

18

Grip all connections to the circuit board by the connecting terminals for assembly and
disassembly. Failure to do so could result in damage to the wire leads or connecting
terminals.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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CAUTION!

NOTE
1.

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges might
cause damage to the board. Handle the circuit board by holding only the edges of the
circuit board. Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

Observe all state and local electrical codes.
Remove the electrical enclosure from the control valve. First remove the electrical enclosure screw and then
gently remove the enclosure from the control. Refer to Figure 19 and below instructions.

Electrical Enclosure
Screw

Flow Meter
Wire Harness

24 V Power Cord

Figure 19.

Electrical and accessory connections.

2.

Disconnect the 24 V power supply wire harness from the circuit board. See Figure 20.

3.

Grip the circuit board from the edges and gently rotate it to the back of the enclosure (you are disengaging the
circuit board from the two support pins on the bottom and top of the enclosure). See Figure 21.

4.

Remove the circuit board from the enclosure.
Support
Bracket

24 Volt Power Supply Cord
Support
Bracket

Figure 20.

Cat. No. 01024514

Circuit board power supply.

Figure 21.

Circuit board removal.
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Installing Accessory Connections

The HE 1.5 Controller enclosure has several portals to allow connections to HE accessories. Each connection portal is
molded into the controller enclosure. If the portal is not already opened and/or plugged, it may be opened by pushing a
sharp object (screwdriver or knife) through the plastic. See Figure 22.
A connector/bushing and/or plug should be placed in the port assigned for each HE 1.5 accessory. See Figure 22 and
Figure 23 and Table 4 for connector/bushing and plug types and their position on the HE 1.5 Controller enclosure.
Communication
Optional Cable Cable

01025274

01025264

Flow Meter Cable
3

6
4

5

01025277

2

1

24V Power Cord

01025278
Figure 22.

HE 1.5 Controller connection ports.

01024983

Figure 23.

Connectors.

Table 4. Accessory connectors and possible connections.

Part No.

Description

Location(s)

Connection

P1025274

Strain Relief Fitting, 10 PK

1

24V Power (pre-installed)

P1025264

Strain Relief Fitting, 10 PK

1, 2, 3

—

P1025277

Liquid Tight Hole Plug, 10 PK

1, 2, 3,

—

P1025278

Bushing, strain relief, 10 PK

4, 5

—

—

Cord Grip, Liquid Tight

4, 5, 6

Flow Meter, Communication

To install an HE 1.5 accessory connection:
1.

Remove the plastic plug from the port on the enclosure, or open the port through the molded recessed area.

2.

Remove the plastic nut from the bushing attached to the preinstalled connector cable.

3.

Place the bushing with the cable through the port.

4.

Tighten the nut on the interior side of the port opening on the controller enclosure. See Figure 24.

5.

Attach the female connector to the Smart Controller circuit board at the appropriate location.

Nut

Bushing

Nut Inside Controller Housing

Figure 24.
20
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NOTE

The wire connectors must be connected to the circuit board properly. The wires must exit the plug-in
connector opposite of the raised white base of the circuit board connector. Failure to properly connect
any of the connectors will result in a malfunction of the circuit board operation.

6.

Connect the other end of the power cord, with the spade terminals, to the two 24 Volt terminals on the transformer. See Figure 25.

7.

Pull any excess cable wire out of the enclosure and route the wiring inside the enclosure to avoid interference.

Modem Board

Motor Connector
RF Board

PHONE
Position Sensor Connector
Auxiliary Board

Flow Meter Connector

Power to circuit
board 24V

Power Connector

24VAC
on TRANSFORMER

Figure 25.
8.

24 Volt power connection.

Connect the power supply cord to the circuit board.

Returning the Circuit Board into the Enclosure
1.

Angle the circuit board opposite the front enclosure and into the support bracket on the side of the enclosure.

2.

Gently push down and rotate forward until you hear a click (the pins on the bottom of the enclosure being inserted into the circuit board).

3.

Check to make sure the circuit board is rigidly fastened.

Cat. No. 01024514
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Reattaching Electrical Enclosure Cover to Control Valve
1.

If compartment plate was never removed, skip to step 4. Align the compartment plate over the gear motor onto
the control valve frame. Ensure that the gasket around the gear motor on the compartment plate is positioned
correctly to prevent leaks. Screw the compartment plate back onto the control valve frame.

2.

Pull the position sensor cable back through the gray rubber bushing.

3.

Reconnect the gear motor harness, position sensor harness, and any accessory harnesses to the GBE board.

4.

Place the enclosure onto the control valve, aligning the circuit board edge with the slots on the control valve
frame and the screw on the enclosure with the hole on the cover.

Insert electrical
enclosure screw
through hole into
holder on the
control valve
Make sure to align slots on the frame
with the edge of the circuit board in the
controller enclosure.
Figure 26.
Attaching enclosure cover to control valve.
5.
NOTE

22

Connect the 24 V power cord to the two 24 V terminals on the transformer.
Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, on C-Port
(www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Smart Controller Circuit Board Layout
Smart Controller Circuit Board Layout–Front

OLED Display

Battery
CR2032 (Postitive Side Up)
Pull protective tab before activating
power to activate the battery

Keypad connector

Figure 27.

Smart Controller circuit board layout, front view.

Smart Controller Circuit Board Layout–Back
Optional AUX 5 Relay
Board Connection
Data Port PLC Output

RF Board Connection
(for remote)

Optional Modem
Connections

Optional Auxilary Board

Motor Connection

Optional AUX 6
POSITION

Motor Position Cable
Multiple Unit Jumper

J22

RS485

AQUA SENSOR

Optional Communication
Cable
Flow Meter Cable

DC
MOTOR

FLOW
METER

2.5v 24v

BRINE
TANK

Power Cable
(from transformer)
Optional
Blocking
Valve
Connection
Optional External regeneration signal Optional Programmable
Outputs
connection or external alarm
Figure 28.
Smart Controller circuit board layout, rear view.
AUX INPUT
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AUX OUT1

AUX OUT2

AUX OUT3

AUX OUT4

Smart Controller Circuit Board Layout
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MOTOR
CONNECTOR

BLACK WIRE

GREEN WIRE

RED WIRE

SENSOR BOARD SHOULD BE ATTACHED
WITH WIRES POINTING UP
(AS SHOWN ABOVE)

POSITION
SENSOR

RED WIRE

EMPTY

GREEN WIRE

BLACK WIRE

POSITION SENSOR
CONNECTOR

RED WIRE

EMPTY

BLACK WIRE

GREEN WIRE

FLOW
METER

MOTOR

DETAIL A
SCALE 2 : 1

POSITION

MOTOR CONNECTOR

BLACK WIRE

RED WIRE

FLOW METER
CONNECTOR

BLACK WIRE

RED WIRE
MOTOR

A

CONNECTOR (RED WIRE) - PLUS
CONNECTOR (BLACK WIRE) - MINUS
(AS SHOWN ABOVE)
BEND THE PINS DOWN AFTER
ASSEMBLING THE CONNECTORS

FLOW METER CONNECTOR

POSITION SENSOR CONNECTOR

RED WIRE

BLACK WIRE

GREEN WIRE

BLACK WIRE

RED WIRE

RIBBED WIRE
(INSULATION)

POWER CONNECTOR

POWER CABLE SHOULD BE PLUGGED
TO 24v CONNECTORS -RIGHT SIDE
(AS SHOWN ABOVE)

24v

POWER CABLE

TRANSFORMER

SMOOTH WIRE
(INSULATION)

2.5v

Electrical Schematic
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HE 1.5 Progressive Flow Systems

HE 1.5 filters may be set up to use either INTERNALLY or EXTERNALLY blocked progressive flow.
NOTE

Single HE 1.5” Filters bypass the flow of raw water through the tank during a regeneration. This means
untreated water would be flowing to service during the regeneration unless an external blocking
system is installed. Follow the instructions in this section for the external blocking diaphragm and
solenoid to prevent any bypass flow during a regeneration. Progressive flow systems already have a
no hard water bypass setup so no adjustments are necessary. A single progressive flow system can be
used on a single tank system and provide non-hardwater bypass during regeneration.

Internally Blocked Progressive Flow

In an internally blocked progressive flow system, no blocking solenoids and no blocking diaphragm valves are required.
Instead, these systems use special progressive flow control valves which are capable of internally blocking the flow of water when the unit is in regeneration or in standby. The progressive flow control is identical to a standard downflow control,
except that it has a special progressive flow gearbox instead of a standard downflow gearbox, and the valve has an added
flow connector installed as shown in Figure 33. In order to use internally blocked progressive flow, it is necessary to order
HE 1.5 Progressive Flow Filters. For example, to build an internally blocked triplex progressive flow system you would
order three HE-060-PF filters and then connect these three systems together with two communications cables.
The programming setup for internal and external progressive flow is identical and is explained in the GBE Programming
for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN (P/N 01027295).
Internally blocked progressive flow is easier to install and maintain and has a lower total hardware cost compared to
externally blocked progressive flow. Culligan recommends that all HE 1.5 progressive flow systems be set up as internally
blocked systems. The only time when it is advantageous to use HE1.5 externally blocked progressive flow is:
a.

If the progressive flow system must use Upflow regeneration, then you must use externally blocked
progressive flow.

b.

If you are building a progressive flow system using non-progressive flow controllers, it may be easier to
use externally blocked progressive flow instead of purchasing and installing the conversion kits.

c.

HE 1.5 filters manufactured prior to November 2011 are not able to accept the connector tubing shown
in Figure 33. These systems cannot use internally blocked progressive flow.

Externally Blocked Progressive Flow

In externally blocked systems, wire a solenoid valve to the AUX 4 output of each filter as shown in Figure 35 on page
29 and use this solenoid valve to control a diaphragm blocking valve as shown in Figure 8 on page 13. To use externally blocked progressive flow, order standard HE 1.5” single filters. To build an externally blocked triplex progressive flow
system, order three HE-060 filters and then order two communication cables to connect the three softeners together.

Blocking Solenoid Valve For External Blocking Multi-tank Operation
NOTE

The solenoid valve is required only for multiple unit alternating or progressive flow systems.

Multi-Tank systems use communication cables (P/N 01024363). A Duplex system will
need 2 communication cables and a Triplex system will need 3 communication cables.
The communication cable should be used with the diaphragm valves of your choice,
such as the 1.5” plastic diaphragm valve (P/N 00445981).
Figure 31 illustrates the sequence of operation. Each valve in the system will require its
own solenoid valve and blocking valve. These solenoids are tubed as follows:
•

From solenoid valve port number 1 to blocking valve port in head.

•

From solenoid valve port number 2 teed into a pressurized source of water from
feed line.

•

From solenoid valve port number 3 to a drain.
Figure 29.

Cat. No. 01024514

Solenoid Valve.
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Installing the Blocking Solenoid Valve
1.

Mount the solenoid valve securely to the valve using bracket (P/N 01025234).

2.

Remove the conduit nut from the valve.

3.

Insert the wires through the opening.

4.

Secure the valve to the cover using the conduit nut.

5.

Attach the end connector on the solenoid valve wiring to the Aux 4 output connector on the GBE auxiliary board.

6.

Connect the diaphragm valve to the outlet side of the valve using a 1-1/2” coupling (not supplied) and connect
the tubing as shown in Figure 30. We recommend that the pressurized water source is from a soft water supply.

7.

Run the solenoid exhaust line to a suitable drain.

1-1/2”
Diaphragm
Valve
(P/N 00445981)

1/8”NPT x
1/4” Tube Elbow*

Inlet

3

1/8”NPT x
1/4” Tube Elbow*
1-1/2” Coupling W/Tap*

1-1/2”
Coupling*

2
1

1-1/2” Tee*

Blocking Solenoid Valve
(P/N 01016331)

1-1/2” x 3/4”
3/4” Vacuum
Reducing
Breaker*
Bushing*
1”X1/2” Reducing Bushing*
1” Coupling*
Attach Bracket to Valve

To Siphon
Break
1/8”NPT x 1/4” Tube Elbow*

Attach the Blocking Solenoid Valve
to the Bracket

Drain Fitting

Figure 30.

Suggested piping and tubing for multi-tank systems.

*Not supplied
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Sequence of Operation
When a filter is in standby or a regeneration cycle, the GBE controller sends a signal to the Aux 4 terminal of the primary
auxiliary board (see Figure 32), activating the solenoid valve. When the solenoid valve is electrically activated, ports #1
and #2 of the solenoid (Figure 31) become common. This will direct pressure from a constant IN pressure supply to the
blocking diaphragm valve, which prohibits the flow of water to service. Once the controller signals the unit to return to a
Service status, the solenoid valve is deactivated. When the solenoid valve is electrically deactivated, ports #1 and #3 of
the solenoid become common. This will vent pressure, from the diaphragm valve to drain. The diaphragm valve opens to
allow treated water to flow to service.
To Drain

To Drain
3
N/O
From
Pressurized
Source

3
N/O

N/O 1

2 N/C

Blocking
Diaphragm

From
Pressurized
Source

N/O 1

2 N/C

Solenoid Valve

Solenoid Valve

Solenoid Valve Energized
When Tank
in Regen or Standby

Solenoid Valve Not Energized
When Tank "Online"

From Blocking
Diaphragm Valve

Figure 31.

PHONE

2.5v 24v

SOL

Figure 32.
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Communication Cable—Multiple Units

Multiple units require a communication cable between each unit. Refer to Table 5 for the cable type, part number and
quantity required. Cables are attached to the RS485 terminal of the circuit board.
Table 5. Communication cable requirements

System Configuration

Cable Part
Number

Qty of Cables
Required

Gear Box Part
Number

Qty of Gear
Boxes Required

Duplex Alternating

01024363

1

01031623

2

Duplex Parallel

01024363

1

01031623

2

Triplex Parallel

01024363

2

01031623

3

Duplex Progressive

01024363

1

01031623

2

Triplex Progressive

01024363

2

01031623

3

Multiple units can be set up as progressive flow, alternating or parallel operation.

Installing the Progressive Flow U-Tube Adapter

Refer to Figure 33 and the instructions below when changing the eductor nozzle and throat.
1.

Remove the Progressive Flow U-Tube Adapter and mounting clips from the control valve carton.

2.

Insert the Progressive Flow U-Tube Adapter into the control valve. See Figure 33.

NOTE
3.

Make sure the springs inside the control valve are centered inside the Progressive Flow U-Tube Adapater.
Insert the Progressive Flow U-Tube Adapter and mounting clips into the control valve.

Figure 33.
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IMPORTANT—Setting the Jumpers for Progressive Flow
For progressive flow to operate properly, the first and last units must have
the jumpers set to pins 1 and 2 on terminal J22 (see Figure 34 at right).
All middle units should have the jumpers on pins 2 and 3. The diagrams
below (Figure 35 and Figure 36) show duplex connections. Repeat the
connections on any additional systems.

1

2

3

Jumper location for
first and last units
(end units).
Jumper location for
middle units.
Figure 34.

Communication Cable 01016327
To Additional Units

(if necessary)

Jumper
Location
Flow Meter

Unit 1

Unit 2
Flow Meter
Wiring for EXTERNALLY
BLOCKED Progressive
Flow Solenoids
NOTE: These solenoids are NOT used for
internally blocked progressive flow

An auxiliary board (P/N 01020748) is
required for EXTERNALLY BLOCKED
progressive flow systems ONLY. One
auxiliary board per valve—must be
purchased separately.

Figure 35.
To RS 485 Comm Port
on GBE Circuit Board, #1

Duplex connections.

To RS 485 Comm Port
on GBE Circuit Board, #2

Additional communication cable
connections are used when there
are three or more controls. Connect
end of second (01024360) cable
to this connector and other end of
cable to RS 485 Comm Port on third
GBE Circuit Board.

PARALLEL
CABLE 01024360

Figure 36.
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Parallel cable for Smart Controller.
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Connecting Multiple Circuit Boards to 24VAC Power Supplies

In progressive flow systems, each GBE circuit board requires electrical power. Because the GBE circuit boards are
electrically connected to each other via the communication cable, it is very important to use care in properly wiring these
systems to electrical power. Failure to do so can result in, at a minimum, damaging the GBE circuit boards. Culligan
STRONGLY RECOMMENDS that every GBE circuit board be provided with its own individual power transformer as
shown in Figure 37.
When using individual power supplies, the GBE boards can be connected to each other using communication cables
without paying attention to the polarity of the wiring used on the power supplies. DO NOT connect the Aux Outputs of multiple GBE boards to the same electrical load (for example, a “load” can be the coils of a relay or a solenoid valve). If you
need the Aux Outputs of multiple GBE boards to run the same load; it is required that you use isolation relays as shown in
Figure 38.

CORRECT
THREE INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMERS
NO NEED TO MATCH POLARITY

P/N 01016327
COMMUNICATION CABLE

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

RF BOARD

RF BOARD

RJ11
PHONE

RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

Figure 37.
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MODEM
BOARD

AUXILARY BOARD

BASE BOARD

RF BOARD
RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

Correct connections for multiple GBE boards to individual 24VAC power supplies.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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CORRECT
FOUR INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMERS
NO NEED TO MATCH POLARITY

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

RF BOARD

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

RF BOARD

RJ11
PHONE

RF BOARD

RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

ISOLATION
RELAY

AUXILARY BOARD

ISOLATION
RELAY

ISOLATION
RELAY

SOLENOID
VALVE

Figure 38.

Use of isolation relays to allow multiple GBE boards to control a shared solenoid valve.

NOT RECOMMENDED
POLARITY IS THE SAME
ON ALL UNITS

P/N 01016327 COMMUNICATION CABLE

MODEM
BOARD

BASE BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

RF BOARD
RJ11
PHONE

RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

Figure 39.
NOTE

BASE BOARD

RF BOARD

AUXILARY BOARD

MODEM
BOARD

BASE BOARD

RF BOARD
RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

Not recommended connections for multiple GBE boards to shared 24VAC.

This configuration, while correct, should be avoided, since any single polarity change will cause immediate failure of GBE boards and/or transformers.
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Auxiliary Inputs

One auxiliary input is provided for optional signal devices such as remote push buttons, differential pressure switches,
hardness monitors, turbid meters, etc. for the purpose of receiving a regeneration signal. The Aux Input can also be configured as an external alarm trigger.
To provide a regeneration signal, select an UNPOWERED contact within the remote device that will close when regeneration is desired. The duration of the switch closure can be as low as 0 seconds; 6 seconds is the recommended minimum
and default but can be as long as 999 seconds. The contact must automatically open following the start of a regeneration
sequence. Connect this contact to the Aux In terminal shown in Figure 40. The illustration below is an example of how to
use an external source (with duplex alternating current) to initiate regeneration.
To use as external alarm trigger, select an UNPOWERED contact within the remote device that will close when the alarm
condition exists. The duration of the switch closure can be as low as 0 seconds; 6 seconds is the recommended minimum
and default but can be as long as 999 seconds.

Communication Cable
01016327

PHONE

PHONE

2.5v

2.5v

24v

NC
SOL

NO
SOL

POLE
1

C

NC

NO

EXTERNAL
SOURCE

POLE
2

24v

C

Regen Signal

24V DPDT
RELAY

Figure 40.
Auxiliary input example: duplex alternating with external source.
ALTERNATING
WITH
SOURCE
Refer to GBE ProgrammingDUPLEX
for Commercial
Softeners and
FiltersEXTERNAL
(except for HFxN)
Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.
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Auxiliary Outputs (P/N 01020748)

The auxiliary board (Figure 41) can be purchased as an accessory. It has four 24 VAC outputs for driving 24 VAC control
valve motors, energizing 24 VAC relay coils, or 24 VAC solenoids directly. Each solid state triac output is capable of handling up to 4 Amps maximum; HOWEVER, the 24 VAC transformer determines how much total current is available. Max
supply current of the 01014897 transformer is only 2.1 Amps, so the sum of all loads on the triac outputs should never
exceed the maximum that the transformer can supply. The Auxiliary Outputs (see Figure 42) can be programmed to be
“normally off” (output stays OFF until the designated time, it is needed to be ON) or “normally on” (output stays ON until
the designated time, it is needed to be turned OFF).

PHONE

Auxiliary Input

Figure 42.

Auxiliary Outputs
Auxiliary board input and outputs.

2.5v 24v

4
3
Figure 41.

Auxiliary outputs.

Aux Output 1 is used to power the 24 VAC drive motor found on all valves. When Aux Output 1 is used for this, then Aux
Output 4 is automatically configured to operate a solenoid which can be used for a standby or blocking. Aux Output 4 is
powered during all cycles except service, and unpowered during service.
For example, Figure 43 shows how the timing would work if an auxiliary output is set to NORMALLY OFF. The cycle position is set to BACKWASH, the delay minutes setting is greater than zero, and ON minutes is greater than zero.

Delay Minutes
On Minutes

Service

Backwash

Brine Draw

Figure 43.
Auxiliary board activation timing.
Refer to GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters (except for HFxN) Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the TechniEXAMPLE
cal Service Tab or on the
Service Tech App.
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OFF MINUTES: 15
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@ 1500 gallons, on seconds is activated by GALLONS

@ 3000 gallons, on seconds is activated by GALLONS

Auxiliary Output 5 Relay Board (P/N 01022238)

The GBE board offers support for the Auxiliary Output 5 Relay board (P/N 01022238). To use the relay board, install it
onto the back of the GBE board.
Refer to GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters (except for HFxN) Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.
RELAY BOARD

PLUG IN HERE

BACK OF GBE BOARD
AUXILIARY OUTPUT 5
RELAY BOARD

RELAY
24VAC SUPPLY

In this example, the circuit is wired to the
Common (Com) Terminal and Normally Closed
(NC) Terminal, which means that when the light
is ON an error has occurred,and when the light
is OFF the circuit is operating normally.

LAMP OR BUZZER
Figure 44.

Example of customer wiring to the GBE Alarm Signal Output.

This mode of operation occurs when the relay board is plugged into the GBE board chlorinator socket. When Error Status
is selected on the display, this relay is energized holding the normally closed contact open, and when the GBE board has
power AND there are no errors present the relay is energized. (“Problem Found” is not showing on the Home screen).
The relay is in the de-energized state when the GBE is either powered OFF or when there is an error present on the GBE
board.
On a multiple-tank softener system, such as a twin-alternating, or progressive flow network, the Alarm Signal Output Relay
board must be installed on each Smart Controller that the user wants monitored for errors.
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Installing the Wireless Remote (P/N 01020553)
1.

 elect a location for the wireless remote monitor (Figure 45). The location must be near an electrical outlet. If a
S
modem is used in the remote, then the location should also be near a standard RJ-11 type telephone wall jack.
5 3/8”

MODEM CONNECTION
SCREWS

Figure 45.

POWER CONNECTION

Wireless remote monitor.
CAUTION!

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges may cause
damage to the board. Handle the circuit board by holding only the edges of the circuit
board. Keep replacement boards in their special anti-static bags until ready for use.
Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

2.

(Optional) If a modem is to be installed into the remote monitor, refer to “Installing the Modem In the Remote”
on page 37 for installation and setup.

3.

 onnect the power cord to the bottom of the remote monitor. If a modem is to be used in the remote, plug a
C
standard telephone extension cord into the bottom of the remote monitor. Plug into 120V outlet.

4.

Disconnect power to the softener. Open the control.

Back of GBE Board

Figure 46.

RF Board (note orientation)

RF board location on Smart Controller board.

5.

Install RF board into unit controller. Line up pins in RF board and press firmly into black connectors. Note orientation of RF board (see Figure 46). Make sure the RF board is fully seated into all of the sockets. Reconnect
power.

6.

Program the remote and main monitor units using the instructions found in the GBE Programming for
Commercial Softeners and Filters (except for HFxN) Manual (P/N 01027295). This manual can be obtained from
your local dealer, C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or the Service Tech App.

7.

Place the remote monitor against the wall in the selected location, then check the signal strength. Refer to the
GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters (except for HFxN) Manual (P/N 01027295) for instructions.

8.

Use the Hole Drilling Template (Figure 45) as a guide to drilling two holes to mount the remote monitor. If drilling into wall board, drill two 5/16” diameter holes and insert the plastic drywall anchors into the holes securing
them with the two #10 screws provided. If drilling into a solid surface, drill two 7/32” holes into the surface and
screw the two #10 screws into the holes. In either case, leave a gap of approximately 3/32” between the head
of the screw and the wall. Hang the remote monitor on the two screws.
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Modem (P/N 01020747)
NOTE
1.

The modem can be installed into either the back of the main controller or the back of the remote control board. The functionality of the modem is the same in either installation.
Unplug the wireless remote before installing the modem into the back of the GBE board or the back of the
remote. See Figure 47 and Figure 48.
WARNING! Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before servicing. Bypass the unit and
relieve system pressure before attempting repair.

2.
3.
4.

CAUTION!

Grip all connections to the circuit board by the connecting terminals for assembly
and disassembly. Failure to do so could result in damage to the wire leads or connecting terminals.

CAUTION!

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges may
cause damage to the board. Handle the circuit board by holding only the edges of
the circuit board. Keep replacement boards in their special anti-static bags until
ready for use. Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

Make sure all of the pins at all four connectors are aligned between the modem board and the main controller
board. Make sure that the modem board is fully seated into all four sockets.
When all connections have been made restore power.
Connect the modem to the telephone line by plugging a standard RJ-11 phone extension cord into the modem
board.

NOTE

The HE 1.5 is designed to plug into an analog telephone line (standard residential phone line). This
includes phone lines connected to most residential VoIP (voice over Internet) phone systems and to
residential DSL phone systems. If you are connecting the HE to a DSL phone system, follow the DSL
provider recommended method to connect standard phones to the DSL service. Many systems recommend or require the use of DSL line filters between the phone jack and the device.

NOTE

Try to place the HE 1.5 Softener or Remote Display near a telephone jack. A splitter might be needed if
the jack is already in use.

Installing the Modem in the GBE Board

Open the controller cover and locate the modem connection on the back of the board (see Figure 47). Insert line modem
board (part number 01020747) into the socket on the back of the board. Make sure that all of the pins in all four connectors are aligned and make sure the modem is fully seated into all of the sockets.

Figure 47.
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Installing the Modem In the Remote

Open the remote monitor housing by removing the two screws and squeezing the sides of the monitor housing slightly.
Insert the modem board (P/N 01020747) into the socket on the back of the remote board (see Figure 48). Make sure that
all of the pins in all four connectors are aligned and make sure the modem is fully seated into all of the sockets. Snap the
two halves of the remote housing back together using light finger pressure and insert the two screws.

Figure 48.

Back of remote board.

Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the
Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.

Flow Meter

See the “Electrical Schematic” on page 24 for information regarding the flow meter connections.
Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the
Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.
MODEM
BOARD

BASE BOARD

Differential Pressure Switch
RF BOARD

Differential Pressure Switch

RJ11
PHONE

1/8”NPTx1/4” Tube Elbow

Lo
AUXILARY BOARD

Hi
Wire from the common and normally
open contacts in the pressure switch
to Aux In.

Valve
Outlet

Service Outlet

Valve
Inlet

Inlet

1-1/2” Tee

Program Aux In for 10 minutes (600
seconds) then regen trigger

1-1/2”x3/4” Reducing Bushing
3/4”x1/8” Reducing Bushing

Figure 49.
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Chemical Feed System

For examples of components and chemical systems, please reference the Culligan Chemical Feed System Guid for the
HE Controller (P/N 01024913), the Feeder and Mixer section of the Mechandise Catalog on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.
com) or contact Culligan Application Engineering (call 1-877-216-6914 or email C&ISolutions@culligan.com).
Refer to GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters (except for HFxN) Manual (P/N 01027295) for programming information. This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.

Example: Chemfeed System with Diaphragm Pump
To Static Mixer to Unit

Chemical Feed Pump

NOTE

When using a chemical feed system, the calculation for
continuous feed demand using chlorine is estimated as
follows:
mg/L Cl2 = (1 x mg/L Fe) + (3 x mg/L Mn) + (6 x mg/L H2S)
+ (8 x mg/L NH3)

Chemical Feed Tank

Description

38

Qty

Pump, Chemfeed, 30 GPD, Diaphragm

1

Tank, Chemfeed Solution, 30 Gallon

1

Static Mixer, PVC, 1"

1

Circuit Board, Alarm Relay, GBE

1

Bushing, Strain Relief (25 Pack)

1

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Example Calculations for Diaphragm Pumps.

This section contains a more detailed description of the Controller programming that will allow the use of other pumps,
flow meters, and valves.
Alternate chemical dosing pumps may be used with the system.

Type 1 Chemical Dosing Pump (Diaphragm Pump)
The Diaphragm pump performs as follows:
•
•

The pump delivers a specified volume of chemical each time the pump receives a dry contact closure.
The pump must be able to accept a signal that changes from OPEN to CLOSED, with a duration of closed time that
is at least 0.1 seconds, and then returns to OPEN.

Detailed Calculations for a Type 1 Chemical Dosing Pump
In this section we first assume the following:
•
•
•

Peak service flow rate = 30 gpm
The flow meter k-factor = 28.5 pulses per gallon
Controlling a Type 1 dosing pump which is rated at 30 gpd that operates at up to 125 strokes per minute

Example 1

• The flow rate is constant at the peak service flow rate of 30 gpm
• The k-factor is 28.5 pulses per gallon
The meter will then generate 30 gpm x 28.5 pulses/gallon = 855 pulses each minute.
When the service flow is at this level, we want the dosing pump to be running 100 percent of the time. We know, for this
particular pump, that it operates at 125 strokes per minute when it is delivering its rated capacity of 30 gpd. To operate at
this rate, it will need to be set to:
•
•

At 125 strokes per minute, the pump strokes once every 60/125 = 0.48 seconds.
The meter pulses 855 times per minute or 855/60 = 14.3 pulses per second, or 14.3*0.48 = 6.9 pulses every 0.48
seconds.
If we set the Controller to count the incoming meter pulses and command the pump to stroke once every 7 pulses, it will
keep the dosing pump running at 100% capacity or 30 gpd.
If the service flow rate is:
• 30 gpm x 1440 minutes/day = 43200 gallons per day
then the dosage is 30/43200=0.0006 gallons dosed per gallons of service flow.
If the service flow rate slows down to 10 gpm:
•

There are 285 meter pulses per minute, or 4.75 pulses per second. At that rate, it will take 7/4.75 = 1.5 seconds to
receive 7 pulses and command the pump to take a stroke.
• Each minute the pump would stroke 60/1.5= 40 strokes. At this rate, the pump would be delivering 40/125*30 gpd =
9.6 gallons per day of chemical.
• The amount of service flow per day would be 10 gpm*1440 minutes/day = 14400 gallons, so the chemical dosing
rate is 9.6/14400 = 0.0007 gallons dosed per gallons of service water—basically the same ratio as when the system was running at 30 gpm service flow.
In this example, a new stroke will be sent by the pump at a rate of up to once every 0.48 seconds. For this reason, it is
important that the duration of the “on-time” stroke signal is not longer than 0.48 seconds or the pulses might start to overlap. The duration of the dry contact closure stroke signal is set from the Controller using the Aux5 On Time setting. A good
choice for the pulse duration is to choose around half of the shortest time between pulses. In this example, a good choice
for on-time would be 0.2 seconds. The Controller can be programmed to pulse for as short at 0.1 seconds—it is important,
however, to make sure that the stroke signal you are providing is not shorter than the minimum length pulse that can be
detected by the chemical feeder pump.
The Diaphragm pump can accept pulses as short as 0.01 seconds.
•
•

The Aux 5 setting should be 7 pulses
The Aux 5 Out Active setting should be 0.2 seconds
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Example 2

In Example 1 the chemical dosage is 0.0007 gallons dosed per gallon. If the customer’s actual need was to receive, for
example, 0.00035 gallons dosed per gallons of service flow, there are two ways to meet that need.
•

One option is to have the HE Controller wait for 14 meter pulses, instead of just 7, before commanding a stroke.

•

The alternative is to keep dosing every 7 meter pulses, but adjust the stroke percentage knob on the diaphragm
pump down from 100% to 50%.

Both methods will work, but the second method is preferred because the chemical dosage will be smoother instead of
having “slugs” of untreated water, followed by “slugs” of chemical.

Example 3

As a final example for the Type 1 pump, assume a system with:
•

Peak flow rate of 70 gpm

•

k-factor of 15.2 counts/gallon

•

A 15 gpd chemical feeder with a max stroke rate of 125 strokes/minute.

At the max flow rate, there will be 70*15.2/60 = 17.7 meter pulses per second. To keep the pump running at 100%, the diaphragm pump still needs to stroke once every 0.48 seconds, so the Controller should count 17.7*0.48 = 8.5, or it should
command a stroke every 9 meter pulses.
•

The Aux 5 setting should be 9 pulses

•

The Aux 5 Out Active setting should be 0.2 seconds

HE Automatic Bypass

The HE Automatic Bypass feature has been enhanced so the HE 1.5” control can automatically go into the bypass position either a) when it receives a signal from external source (i.e. irrigation system) or b) at a pre-programmed time each
day.
This feature is included in firmware version 2.1.6 (FWV 2.1.6) or later. HE’s with an earlier firmware version can easily be
upgraded using the GBE Updater (P/N 01023534).
Two programming options are available depending if dry contacts are available from an external source (i.e. irrigation
system):
•

Option 1 – Dry contacts available from External Source

•

Option 2 - No dry contacts from External Source (bypass at a pre-programmed time each day)

NOTE

40

This feature is only available on HE single units (not available on HE 1.5” multi-tank units like Progressive Flow and Unbalanced Progressive Flow)
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Option 1: Dry Contacts from External Source

Use Option 1 if the system (i.e. irrigation system) has a dry contact that closes when the system will turns on (the HE unit
goes into bypass mode) and opens when the system turns off (the HE unit goes back into service).
Required Components
•

GBE Auxiliary Board (P/N 01020748)

•

Relay - Customer supplied (Culligan relay (P/N 01022238) can be used if the system has 24 VAC).
WARNING! Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before servicing.

CAUTION!

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges may cause
damage to the board. Handle the GBE circuit board by holding only the edges of the
circuit board. Keep replacement boards in their special anti-static bags until ready for
use. Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

1.

Remove the circuit board from the enclosure. (see Figure 21 on page 19)

2.

Attach the Auxiliary Board onto the GBE circuit board (see Figure 50)

3.

Bring the wires from the relay through one of the four openings in the HE electrical enclosure. Attach the strain
relief fittings to the wires. (Figure 19 on page 19)

4.

Connect the Aux Input terminals on the Auxiliary Board to the Common and Normally Open terminals of the
relay (see Figure 50).

5.

Insert the circuit board into the enclosure; assemble the electrical enclosure to the control and power-up the
control. (Figure 26 on page 22)

6.

Follow the programming procedure in the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF
xN Manual (P/N 01027295) to bypass the HE when a signal is receive from the system.

Figure 50.
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Option 2: No dry contacts from External Source

Use Option 2 to bypass the HE unit for a preset time and if the system (i.e. irrigation system) has NO dry contacts.
Required Components
•

GBE Auxiliary Board (P/N 01020748)

•

GBE Alarm Relay Board (P/N 01022238)
WARNING! Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before servicing.

CAUTION!

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges may cause
damage to the board. Handle the GBE circuit board by holding only the edges of the
circuit board. Keep replacement boards in their special anti-static bags until ready for
use. Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

1.

Remove the circuit board from the enclosure. (see Figure 21 on page 19)

2.

Install the Auxiliary Board and Alarm Relay Board to the GBE Circuit Board (see Figure 51)

3.

Connect the Common and Normally Open Contacts of the Alarm Relay Board to the Aux Input on the Auxiliary
Board. (see Figure 51)

4.

Insert the circuit board into the enclosure; assemble the electrical enclosure to the control and power-up the
control. (Figure 26 on page 22)

5.

Follow the programming procedure in the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF
xN Manual (P/N 01027295) to bypass the HE at a preset time.

Figure 51.
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Separate Source

Bypass Valve (Normally Closed)

Filter Water
Outlet

Untreated Water
Inlet

Manual
Outlet Valve

MODEM
BOARD

Manual Inlet Valve
Inlet Valve
(Normally Open)
Vacuum Breaker

BASE BOARD

RF BOARD
RJ11
PHONE

AUXILARY BOARD

Regeneration Valve
(Normally Closed)
24 V
1 2 3

Valves
Feed
Drain
Figure 53.
NOTE

Figure 52.

HE 1.5 Separate Source
Wiring

If using Aux Out 4 for external
blocking, use the Aux 5 relay for
separate source.

HE 1.5 Separate Source Piping
Table 6. Parts Required for Separate Source

Qty

Part Number

1

01025234

Bracket for external blocking valve

1

01019594

Valve, Solenoid, 3-Way, 1/8”, 24V, UO, SS

1

00445981

Valve, Dia, Noryl, 1-1/2”NO/SAO with adapters

1

01004169

Valve, Diaphragm Noryl, 1-1/2”Normally Closed

1

01002940

Connector Kit, 1-1/2”/2” Valve, 2PK

1

00402447

Adapter Kit, PVC, 1-1/2”Male Slip, 2PK

1

01020748

Circuit Board, GBE Aux
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Final Startup
Recommended Start-Up Procedure
1.

Close the main water supply valve.

2.

Set the Cul-Flo-Valv® to the bypass position.

3.

Ensure that all faucets at the installation site are closed.

4.

Direct the drain line discharge into a bucket where flow can be observed.

5.

Plug the transformer into a 120 Volt, 60 Hz, single-phase receptacle. The screen displays FIRST TIME SETUP.
(see the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N 01027295)).

NOTE

This manual can be obtained from your local dealer, on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the
Technical Service Tab or on the Service Tech App.

6.

Complete the First Time Setup.

7.

Open the main supply valve.

8.

Initiate an immediate regeneration to move the control into the BACKWASH position.

9.

Refer to the section on manual cycling for information on cycling the control through its positions.

10. When in the BACKWASH position, slowly rotate the bypass to the conditioned water position until water flows.
11. Allow the tank to fill slowly until water flows from the drain line.
12. When flow to drain is established, open the bypass fully. Watch the drain line discharge for signs of media. If
signs of media particles appear, reduce the flow. Increase the flow again when media no longer appears in the
discharge.
13. After the BACKWASH runs clear for at least 20 minutes (required for final startup only, backwash can be
changed to a shorter time for regular service), step the control to the SERVICE position.
14. Complete the installation and cleanup.
15. Initiate an immediate regeneration, or set to regenerate at the preset time.
NOTE

Unplugging the Culligan HE Series water filter will not affect any of the control settings. Once programmed and powered on for at least 15 minutes, the settings will be stored indefinitely.

Installation Wrap Up

“Performance Specifications” on page 4 provides the expected flow rates to the drain during the various steps of the
regeneration process.

Before Leaving the Installation Site
Once you have completed the installation the system is ready to be placed in service. Prior to placing the system in service review the following checklist to be sure the system is properly installed.
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Check List
√

The media tank(s) has been properly loaded with gravel and media.

√

The drain line has been properly installed.

√

All option kits have been properly installed.

√

The system has been properly piped and tubed.

√

Each media tank has been backwashed manually.

√

The GBE Controller(s) have been correctly and completely wired, including differential pressure switches if equipped.

√

All GBE Controllers have been properly programmed and are active (power on).

√

All manual isolation valves are open and system by-pass valves are closed.

√

Clean up the unit and the installation site, removing any soldering or pipe threading residues from the equipment with
a damp towel.

√

Explain the operation of the system to the customer.

Care and Cleaning

Protect the operation and appearance of the water filter by following these precautions:
1.

Do not place heavy objects on top of the filter cover.

2.

Use only mild soap and warm water to clean the exterior of the unit. Never use harsh abrasive cleaners or compounds which contain acid or bleach. Culligan recommends Simple Green or an equivalent cleaner.

3.

Protect the conditioner and drain line from freezing temperatures.
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Preventative Maintenance
Suggested Preventative Maintenance Inspection Schedule

The Culligan HE 1.5 commercial water filter has been designed to provide a good, consistent service life. Routinely
inspecting the system may help avoid potentially costly breakdowns related to circumstances outside of the control of the
dealer and/or user.

Component

Suggested Inspection
Frequency

Reason for Maintenance

Entire System

At Startup, after infrequent use (idle
for one week or more) or every 3–6
months if on a private water supply.

On private supplies, the appearance of off-tastes and odors,
particularly if musty or “rotten egg” (caused by harmless sulfate-reducing bacteria) may indicate a need for the system to
be sanitized.

Backwash Flow
Controller

Every 12 months or every time service is performed on the system.

Build up of sediment, iron and/or other foreign materials
(found in some water supplies but not necessarily all) could
negatively affect system performance.Monitor item for normal
(or unexpected) wear.

HE 1.5 Valve

Every 6–12 months or every time
service is performed on the system.

Build up of sediment, iron and/or other foreign materials
(found in some water supplies but not necessarily all) could
negatively affect system performance.Monitor item for normal
(or unexpected) wear.

Application Problems

Many service problems are not due to equipment malfunction, but rather to misapplication or environmental conditions.
The “Performance Specifications” on page 4 provide the limits of water characteristics for the HE 1.5 water filters.
If the water characteristics fall outside these limits, additional water treatment equipment may be required, or the water
characteristics should be brought inside the limits. The system flow rates and exchange capacities are also listed.
Flow Rates: the backwash should not differ from those in Appendix B “Flow Diagrams” on page 52 by more than 15
percent.
If there are no apparent general problems or environmental problems, refer to “General Troubleshooting” on page 51.
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Maintenance
Analyze the System

Analyzing the problem involves three basic steps:
1.

Check the system in all cycle positions.

2.

Compare the data to normal operating data.

3.

Determine which component may cause the problem (troubleshooting).

Although it may be possible to solve a specific problem simply by changing a component, analyzing the entire system can
reveal additional problems which would otherwise require extra service calls. Changing parts is not the same as service.

Check the System

The following tools are needed to collect data:
1.

Chlorine test kits

2.

Thermometer

3.

Pressure gauge, 0-120 psi

4.

5-gallon bucket and watch

5.

Calculator

The customer can provide most data. By collecting data prior to a service call, a first guess about the cause of the
problem can be made and the need for any special parts can be determined. If the problem is as simple as lack of salt in
the brine tank, a service call may not be needed at all. A recommended system data sheet can assist the troubleshooting
process. See the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N 01027295) for
instructions on how to obtain a system data sheet.
NOTE

Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) for diagnostic procedures using the Smart (GBE) Controller. This manual can be obtained
from your local dealer, on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the
Service Tech App.

Familiarize yourself with the replacement procedures and component parts thoroughly before attempting any repair.
WARNING! Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before servicing. Bypass the unit and
relieve system pressure before attempting repair.

Depressurizing the HE 1.5 Valve and System for Service
Complete shutdown procedure is as follows:
1.

Make certain that the lines you shut off are for the system you are performing service on.
a.

Open bypass valve if one is available.

b.

Close the inlet isolation valve.

c.

Close the outlet isolation valve.

d.

Close the separate source isolation valve if one is available.

2.

Cycle the valve to the backwash position.

3.

Disconnect electrical power to the system.

We suggest the use of “a mild cleaning solvent”. We suggest the following brands or their equivalents:
Cleaning Solvent: Simple Green --- water soluble for removing corrosion and dirt.
Dow Corning #111, silicone grease, must be used in order to maintain the unit’s NSF certifications.
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Circuit Board
1.

Remove the electrical enclosure from the control valve. Remove the electrical enclosure screw, and then gently
remove the enclosure from the control. See Figure 54.

Electrical Enclosure
Screw

Flow Meter
Wire Harness

24 V Power Cord

Figure 54.

Electrical and accessory connections.

2.

Remove the 24 V power supply wire harness and flow meter connectors from the circuit board. See Figure 55.

3.

Grip the circuit board from the edges and gently rotate it to the back of the enclosure (disengage the circuit
board from the two support pins on the bottom of the enclosure). See Figure 56.

Disconnect Flow Meter

Disconnect 24V Power

Figure 55.

48

Remove flow meter and 24 V connections.

Figure 56.

4.

Remove the circuit board from the enclosure.

5.

Remove all connected wires from the board.

6.

To install a new circuit board, follow steps 1–5 in reverse order.

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter

Remove circuit board.
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7.

Reprogram the circuit board.
CAUTION!

Do not touch any surfaces of the circuit board. Electrical static discharges may cause
damage to the board. Handle the AccuSoft™ circuit board by holding only the edges
of the circuit board. Keep replacement boards in their special anti-static bags until
ready for use. Mishandling of the circuit board will void the warranty.

CAUTION!

Properly connect the wire connectors to the circuit board. The wires must exit the
plug-in connector opposite of the raised white base of the circuit board connector.

CAUTION!

Take extra care when connecting the 24V power. Failure to connect properly will result
in damage to the circuit board.

Replace the Gear Motor
1.

Disconnect the two motor power wires from the motor—note that the black wire is placed in the bottom position.

2.

Remove the compartment plate screw.

3.

Slide the compartment plate away from the gear motor and the control valve frame.

4.

Disconnect the position sensor from the gearbox.

5.

Remove the motor retainer rod by squeezing the snap release end of the rod. See Figure 57.

6.

Firmly pull the motor straight outward. It may be necessary to tap on the motor body to get the motor to release.

7.

In order to insert the new motor into the gearbox, it is necessary to get the “flat” on the motor shaft to line up
with the “flat” in the gearbox drive-gear. The easiest way to do this is to hold the motor in position, attempting
to push it into the drive gear, while causing the motor shaft to turn by using the Advanced Setup\Diagnostics\
Manual Motor Control menu. (Alternatively, if you remove water pressure from the valve, and/or remove the
gearbox from the valve body, you can turn insert a large screw driver into the drive gear and use the screwdriver to rotate the drive gear so that the flat on the drive gear lines up with the flat on the motor shaft.)

8.

Once the motor is fully inserted, re-install the motor retainer rod, compartment plate, and motor wire harness.

Motor

Compartment Plate
Motor Wire Harness

Compartment
Plate Screw
Position Sensor
Motor Retainer
Position Sensor Harness
Figure 57.
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Electrical
Enclosure
Screw

HE 1.5 gear motor.
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Replace the Gearbox
NOTE

Remove and retain the original motor when replacing only the gearbox.

1.

Remove the HE 1.5 electrical enclosure. See “Circuit Board” on page 48 to remove the electrical enclosure.

2.

Depressurize the unit (see page 47)
3.

Disconnect the motor power wires.
4. Remove the compartment plate by
removing the compartment plate
screw holding it onto the frame.

Gearbox
6.

7.

Remove the position sensor
from the gearbox by remov5. Remove the five large
ing the two small Phillips
Phillips head screws which
head screws on the optical
attach the gearbox to the
sensor board.
valve body.
Install the new gearbox by reversing the directions listed above. Take care to make sure that the five large
Phillips screws are fully inserted and tight.
Figure 58.

HE 1.5 gearbox.

Replace the Pistons
1.

Remove the HE 1.5 electrical enclosure. See “Circuit Board” on page 48 to remove the electrical enclosure.

2.

Follow the directions in “Replace the Gearbox” to remove the gearbox.
3.

4.

5.

50

Remove by pulling the six pistons out of the valve body.
Also remove the brine piston.

There is a spring snap-fit onto the bottom of each of the six main pistons. You
can remove these springs and re-use them by snapping them onto the bottom
of a new piston. When attaching a spring to the piston, take care to orient the
spring so that the spring and piston are aligned and straight. If after assembly
the two components are not straight, un-snap the spring, rotate it 180 degrees
and re-snap it; it should now be straight.
Replace the gearbox by reversing the order of removing the gearbox.
Figure 59.
Pistons.
Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Troubleshooting
Drain Line Flow Control—Service

Located on the drain connection of the valve, the purpose of the drain line flow control is to regulate the up flow backwash
required to expand and agitate the resin in the softener. The softener will allow maximum expansion of the resin, while
preventing any loss to the drain.
The flow control principle is simple and trouble free. The specified rate of flow will be constant regardless of inlet pressure
variations.
Occasionally, the drain line flow control may become plugged with scale, rust, or other foreign material. If this occurs,
cleaning is required. This can be done while the softener is in SERVICE and under pressure.

General Troubleshooting
NOTE

Error Codes can be found in the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters manual
(01027295)
WARNING! The valve MUST be depressurized before removing any quick connection clips for
servicing. Push the connector toward the control while removing the clips.

Problem/Symptom
1.

2.

3.

4.

Unit has blank
display
Unit fails to automatically initiate a
regeneration

Regeneration occurs at incorrect
time

Loss of water
pressure

Cat. No. 01024514

Cause

Solution

Unit has no power

Verify that unit is connected to a constant power
source (Not an outlet on a switch)

Defective plug-in transformer

Replace plug-in transformer

Electrical service to the unit has been
disrupted

Verify that unit is connected to a constant power
source (Not an outlet on a switch)

Meter not properly recording total gallons used. The flow meter connection
and operation can be verified using the
test mode setting on the circuit board.

Verify that meter cable is plugged into circuit
board. Verify that meter cable is snapped into flow
meter housing. Verify that flow meter has not become plugged with debris.

Incorrect programming

See the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) and verify all settings.

Timer setting incorrect

Reset timer

Timer flashing

Reset timer and verify that unit is connected to a
constant power source.

Circuit board set to immediate
regeneration

Set circuit board to delayed regeneration.

Incorrect programming

See the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) and verify all settings.

Control and/or resin bed plugged with
debris or iron build-up

Clean control and increase frequency of regenerations or length of backwash.

Inlet manifold plugged

Remove control from tank and clean inlet manifold.
Check if eductor screen/nozzle are also plugged.

Control plugged with foreign material broken loose from recent plumbing
work.

Clean control.

Troubleshooting
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Problem/Symptom
5.

Loss of mineral to
drain

Cause

Solution

Improper drain line flow control

Ensure that the control has the proper drain line
flow control.

Air in water system

Ensure that system has proper air eliminator
control.

6.

Mineral to service

Defective outlet manifold

Replace outlet manifold

7.

Continuous flow to
drain.

Damaged O-ring.

Replace O-ring.

Piston jammed in position.

Replace piston or gear box.

Power failure while unit was in
regeneration.

Restore power to unit. Verify that unit is connected
to a constant power source.

Flow Diagrams
Flow Valve Piston Locations

The flow valve controls the movement of untreated and treated product during regeneration cycles. Figure 60 identifies
each piston as installed. In this cycle (service), the P1 and P2/P3 valves are open; the P4, P5, P6, and PR valves and the
Brine Piston are closed.

PISTONS
P1–Inlet Piston
P2/P3–Outlet Piston
P4–Backwash Piston
P5–Rinse Piston
P6–Bypass Piston
Brine–Brine Piston
PR–Refill Piston

P5

P2/P3

PR

P6
BRINE PISTON
P1

P4

Figure 60.

HE 1.5 valve piston locations.

Regeneration Cycle Sequence
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1.

Service

2.

Backwash

3.

Fast Rinse

4.

Refill

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter
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Service Flow

Raw water is allowed in the inlet to the top of the tank. The water is run through the resin up the manifold to the outlet.
The water to the outlet should be soft if the system is operating properly.

Conditioned
Water

Tank
Inlet

C

B

A

D

P4

P6

To
Drain

P1

Raw
Water

Brine
Piston
P2
P3

E

F

PR

P5

G

To
Brine
Tank

H

Tank
Outlet

Figure 61.

Service flow.

Service

Cat. No. 01024514

Piston

Position

P1–Inlet

Open

P2/3–Outlet

Open

P4–Backwash

Closed

P5–Rinse

Closed

P6–Bypass Piston

Closed

Brine Piston

Closed

PR–Refill Piston

Closed

Troubleshooting
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Backwash Flow

Raw water is directed down the center of the manifold, up through the resin, out the top of the tank to drain. The water to
drain should be hard.

Bypassed
Water

Tank
Inlet

C

B

A

D

P1

To
Drain

P4

P6
Raw
Water

Brine
Piston
P2
P3

E

F

G

To
Brine
Tank

PR

P5

H

Tank
Outlet

Figure 62.

Backwash flow.

Backwash
Piston
Position
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P1–Inlet

Closed

P2/3–Outlet

Open

P4–Backwash

Open

P5–Rinse

Closed

P6–Bypass Piston

Open

Brine Piston

Closed

PR–Refill Piston

Closed
54
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Fast Rinse Flow

Backwash is followed by a fast flow of water down through the resin tank. The fast flow packs the resin bed and gets it
ready for return to service.

Bypassed
Water

Tank
Inlet

A

C

B

D

P4

To
Drain

P1

P6
Raw
Water

Brine
Piston
P5
P2
P3
E

F

PR

G

To
Brine
Tank

H

Tank
Outlet

Figure 63.

Fast rinse flow.

Fast Rinse
Piston

Cat. No. 01024514

Position

P1–Inlet

Open

P2/3–Outlet

Closed

P4–Backwash

Closed

P5–Rinse

Open

P6–Bypass Piston

Open

Brine Piston

Closed

PR–Refill Piston

Closed
Troubleshooting
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Bypass Flow

The HE control can be bypassed for a preset time duration. Raw water is allowed in the inlet of the control and internally
bypassed to the outlet of the control (hard water is allowed to service).

Bypass
Water

Tank
Inlet

C

B

A

D

P1

P4

To
Drain

P6

Raw
Water

Brine
Piston

P2
P3
E

F

G

To
Brine
Tank

PR

P5

H

Tank
Outlet

Figure 64.

Bypass flow.

Bypass
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Piston

Position

P1–Inlet

Closed

P2/3–Outlet

Closed

P4–Backwash

Closed

P5–Rinse

Closed

P6–Bypass Piston

Open

Brine Piston

Closed

PR–Refill Piston

Closed
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O-RING
GROOVES

46

45

47

15

64

21

19

25

20

22

53

17

51

52

18

HE 1.5 Filter Parts List
O-RING GROOVES

QUAD-RING GROOVE

STANDARD PISTON–2 EACH

88

16

60

2
2

40

82

72

7

65

73

1

41

10

O-RING GROOVES

BRINE PISTON
62
2 = 1 EACH
3 = 5 EACH

8

QUAD-RING GROOVE

63

2

64

LARGE PISTON–4 EACH

86

5
6

3

11

9

24

O-RING GROOVES

QUAD-RING GROOVE

57

86

56

8

23

10

30
39

30
33

31

31

33

37

31

31

35

32

36
36

36

32

36

42

HE 1.5 Filter Control Valve Assembly
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PROGRESSIVE
FLOW
INSTALLATION

74

13

87

O-RING GROOVES

72
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HE 1.5 Filter Control Valve Parts List
Item Part No.
01031605
01031606

58

1

01031628

2

01031428

3

P1025242

5
5
6
7

01031620
01031623
01024332
P1020415

8

—

9
10
11

01022735
P1020433
P1023546

13

P1024329

15

P1020487

16
17
18
19
20
21

P1020290
P1020489
P1020291
P1023030
P1030127
P1024022

22

P1024790

22

P1024791

22

P1024792

22

P1024793

22

P1024794

22

P1024795

23

01020745

24

01030232

25

P1014426

29

01024918

30

—

31

—

32
33
35
36
37
39

P0318383
P1023122
P1025274
P1025277
01025282
01017134

Description

Control, Filter, HE 1.5
Control, HE 1.5, Progressive Flow,
Filter
Valve Body
Piston Rebuild Kit, includes 4ea Large
Piston Assemblies, 2ea Standard Piston Assemblies, and 1ea Brine Piston
Assembly
Brine Piston w/80 Duro Quad Seal, HE
1.25”-1.5”, 5ea
Gear Box Assembly, downflow
Gear Box Assembly, progressive flow
Gearmotor
Retainer, Gearmotor, 10ea
Wire Harness, Position Sensor (not
available for sale), Kit
Wire Harness, Motor
Position Sensor Screw, 10ea/Kit
Gear Box Assy Screw, 10ea
Kit, DAS w/o Knob, Assembly 1½”
Progressive Flow, 10ea
Eductor Plug Assembly w/ O-Rings,
10ea
Eductor Plug Retainer, 10ea
Plug, Backwash Assy,10ea
Backwash Bypass Retainer, 10ea
Kit, Plug, Elbow, Assembly, 5ea
Retainer, Brine & Drain Elbow, 10ea
Drain, Straight, Fitting, Assembly, 5ea
Backwash Flow Control, 8 gpm, 10ea
(needs spacer)
Backwash Flow Control, 10 gpm, 10ea
(needs spacer)
Backwash Flow Control, E, 10ea
(needs spacer)
Backwash Flow Control, J, 10ea (needs
spacer)
Backwash Flow Control, K, 10ea
(needs spacer)
Backwash Flow Control, L, 10ea (needs
spacer)
Circuit Board Replacement, Main, GBE,
OLED
Frame,Hood,Compact,HE Control, Outdoor (not available for sale)
Spacer, Flow Control, 10ea
Cover,Hood,Compact,HE 1 1/2" Control, Outdoor
Compartment Plate w/ Gaskets (not
available for sale), Kit
Enclosure w/ Decal and Keyboard (not
available for sale), Kit
SCREW, 10ea/Kit
Retainer,Screw, 10ea/Kit
Strain Relief Fitting, 10ea
Liquid Tight Hole Plug, 10ea/Kit
Harness,Meter,28" length
Power Cable,Gold

Culligan® High Efficiency 1.5 Water Filter

Item Part No.

Description

*

P1023029

Connector,Plumbing 1½" NPT,Control
1½"
Retaining Clip, 10ea/Kit
Electronics Enclosure Kit less Circuit
Board
Eductor Assembly, Plugged, 10ea
Eductor Throat O-ring, Large, 10ea/Kit
Eductor Throat O-ring, Small, 10ea/Kit
Disperser, HE 1½
Retaining Ring, 10ea
O-ring, Manifold, 10ea
Large Piston, O-ring, 25ea/Kit
Large Piston Quad Ring, 25ea/Kit
Small Piston, O-ring, 25ea/Kit
Small Piston Quad Ring, 25ea/Kit
Brine Piston O-ring 25ea/Kit
Brine Piston Quad Ring (not available
for sale), Kit
Main Piston Spring, 10ea
Brine Piston Spring 10ea
O-ring, Couplings/Meters, 50ea/Kit
Coupling Kit, 1" Bypass Valve
Progressive Flow Bypass Assy
Meter Kit Assembly, HE 1”, LF
Screw, Compartment Plate, 10ea/Kit
O-ring, 10ea/Kit
O-ring, 10ea/Kit
Hose Clamp, 10ea
O-ring, Valve to Tank, 10ea
Transformer, Dual Output
Transformer, Dual Output w/ 6' Power
Cord (optional)
Transformer, Outdoor, 24V, HE
Compact Hood (optional)
Adapter, 1/2" Tube X 1/2" NPT, 10ea
1/2" Tube Insert, 25ea
1½" Bypass Valve
Strain Relief Fitting, 10ea
Kit, Drain Straight Barb Fitting Assembly, 10ea
Kit, Bushing, 3/4" NPT Male,
1/2" NPT Female, Threaded Hex
Reducing, 10ea
Plug for Brine Elbow, 10ea

*
*

01025281
01024216

Bypass Piston Kit for HE 1.25/1.5
Bypass Valve (includes Bypass Piston)

40

01023550

41

P1009075

42

01025650

45
46
47
51
52
53
56
57
60
61
62

P1022242
P1020603
P1020428
01019742
P1023558
P1023560
P1024364
P1025239
P1020431
P1025199
P1020426

63

—

64
65
72
73
74
82
86
87
88
*
*
*

P1020252
P1020286
P1009099
01014033
01020486
01026849
P1023200
P1021162
P1020424
P1025028
P1023559
01014897

*

01020620

*

01025561

*
*
*
*

P0443494
P0440516
01024216
P1025264

*

P1025771

*

P1025064

*Not displayed in diagram
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Tank Assembly
1

2

Figure 65.

Item No.
1

2

Part No.
A2365016
01019578
01019577
01022256
01011985
01019618

Cat. No. 01024514

Description

Tank, FRP, 12"x52"
Tank, FRP, 14"x47"
Tank, FRP, 16"x53"
Tank, FRP, 21"x62"
Manifold Kit, 12", 14", and 16"
Manifold Kit, 21"

Tank assembly.

Qty.
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Media
Carbon
Filters

Underbedding, lbs.
Part Number (Qty)
Cullsan
Medium Gravel

Filter Media, ft3
Part Number (Qty)
Cullar D
Plus

Freeboard
(Inches)

12

30
00160707 (1)

2
00162706 (2)

15

14

50
00160710 (1)

3
00162700 (1)
00162706 (1)

12

16

70
00160702 (1)
00162710 (1)

3
00162700 (1)
00162706 (1)

18

21

200
00163811 (2)
00162110 (2)

6
00162700 (3)

15

Underbedding, lbs.
Part Number (Qty)

Filter Media, lbs
Part Number (Qty)

Depth
Filters

Cullsan U

Cullsan G50

Cullsan A

Cullcite

Freeboard
(Inches)

12

25
00163813 (1)

50
01001345 (1)

55
00163210 (1)

50
01001296 (1)

16

14

50
00163813 (2)

50
01001345 (1)

55
00163210 (1)

50
01001296 (1)

17

16

75
00163811 (1)
00163813 (1)

50
01001345 (1)

55
00163210 (1)

100
01001296 (2)

19

21

200
00163811 (2)
00162110 (2)

100
01001345 (2)

165
00163210 (3)

150
01001296 (3)

13

Cullsan U

Cullsan G50

Cullsorb

Cullcite

Freeboard
(Inches)

12

50
00163811 (1)

50
01001345 (1)

44
01020797 (1)

25
01001296 (0.5)

15

14

50
00163811 (1)

50
01001345 (1)

88
01020797 (2)

25
01001296 (0.5)

15

16

50
00163811 (1)

50
01001345 (1)

176
01020797 (4)

25
01001296 (0.5)

15

50
00163811 (1)

100
01001345 (2)

265
01020797 (6)

25
01001296 (0.5)

15

Greensand
Cullsan
Filters*
Medium Gravel

21

100
00162110 (2)

*Greensand filters are not WQA or IAMPO certified.
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Remote Display and Accessories
Part
No.

1

Description

01020553

Remote Display Assembly, Softener/Filter - 915 MHz, North American English
Version

D1025235

Remote Display Assembly, Softener/Filter - 869 MHz, European English Version

D1020608

Remote Display Assembly, Softener/Filter - 869 MHz, European French Version

D1025110

Remote Display Assembly, Softener/Filter - 869 MHz, European Italian Version

D1025111

Remote Display Assembly, Softener/
Filter - 869 MHz, European Spanish
Version

1

01020749

Circuit Board, Remote Soft/Filt, English
Replacement

1

01024866

Circuit Board, Remote Soft/Filt, French
Replacement

1

01025114

Circuit Board, Remote Soft/Filt, Spanish
Replacement

2

01020751

Circuit Board, RF, GBE, 869 MHz, European Version

3

01029455

Transformer, North American Version

2

3

Item
No.

Cables and Kits

Figure 66.

Cat. No. 01024514

01024363

Kit Communication Cables HE1.5 PF
Outdoor

01020747

Modem

01021507

PLC-USB Converter Cable

01021509

PLC-RS485 Converter Cable

01021508

PLC-RS232 Converter Cable

01024899

Modbus, Node 12, Softener or Filter 1

01024900

Modbus, Node 13, Softener or Filter 2

01024925

Modbus, Profibus, Converter Kit

01025190

Modbus, BACnet, Converter Kit

01020748

Auxiliary Circuit Board

01022238

Alarm Relay Circuit Board

Remote display.
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Appendix A Data Port Output
Culligan Smart Controller—Data Port Output

The Smart Controller (GBE) is used to control water softeners, filters and commercial RO systems. This controller has the
ability to provide status messages to a customer’s equipment using RS-232 and RS-485 communication protocols. These
protocols are commonly used to send information from the Smart Controller to either a customer’s PC or to a building
management system or programmable logic controller (PLC). The information is one way in that the Smart Controller can
send this information out, but the Smart Controller cannot receive or respond to any commands sent into the communication port. The Smart Controller sends a status message every 60 seconds. The information is send as a short text (ASCII),
comma separated string of letters and numbers.
The information contained in the status message depends upon what type of equipment is being controlled by the GBE.

Single Water Softener or Filter controlled by the Smart Controller
The format of the status message is: CULL,A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Example: CULL,00016524,000051.5,1,00000000,0x0000,1,0329101314
Where the values for the fields A thru F are as follows:
A = total gallons since new
B = current flow rate in gallons per minute (57.2 means 57.2 gallons per minute )
C = Current Status Indicator (0 = initialization, 1=service, 2=prerinse, 3=regen, 4= standby)
D = capacity remaining in gallons
E = Error Flag (see below)
F=1
G = A ten-digit number representing the date and time (24-hour format)

Error Bit

Meaning

0

Internal Valve Leak

1

Salt Bridging Detected

2

Brine Line Blocked

3

Brine Tank Overfill Error

4

Replace Media Filter

5

No RF Remote Signal

6

AquaSensor Salt Error (possibly low salt or failed eduction)

7

Motor Homing Error

8

Motor Position Sensor Error

9

Low Salt Level in Brine Tank

10

(not used)

11

AquaSensor Probe Fault (probe has failed, not plugged in or AquaSensor transformer failed)

12

Less than 14 Days Salt

The error flag is sent as a hexadecimal number in the format 0xWXYZ as follows:

W
15

14

X
13

12

11

10

Y
9

8

7

6

Z
5

4

3

2

1

0

Each error bit is either 0, meaning that this error is NOT present, or 1, meaning that this error IS present. Each of the fourbit sections (W, X, Y and Z) are then combined into a four digit binary word which is converted to a hexadecimal digit.
As an example, if there are no errors present, then the value would be 0x0000.
If there were a ‘Replace Media Filter’, ‘Aquasensor Salt Err’ and ‘Motor Position Sensor Error’ present then bits 4, 6 and 8
would be set to 1 and all other bits would be 0, respectively.
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W

X

Y

Z

Error Bits

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Binary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

hexadecimal

0

1

5**

Error Flag

0

0x0150

*Note that the first two characters of the error flag are always “0x” to signify that this is a hexadecimal number
** In hexadecimal, the number 4 bit equals 1, the number 5 bit equals 2, the number 6 bit equals 4, and the number 7 bit
equals 8. Therefore, when you add the #4 bit value to the #1 bit value, you get 5.
So the value of the error flag would be 0x0150 if these three errors were present.
NOTE

If the GBE is controlling a filter (instead of a water softener) then the above message definitions are
identical, but that error flags 1,2,3,6,9 and 11 will always be zero for a filter.

Progressive Flow System of Smart Controller-Controlled Water Softeners

The format of the status message for a progressive flow network consists of a series of individual lines of information, one
line for each of the Smart Controller-controlled softeners. For example, in a triplex progressive flow network, every 60
seconds, the data port on the master unit will send out the following three lines of information:
CULL,A1,B1,C1,D1,E1,1,G1
CULL,A2,B2,C2,D2,E2,2,G2
CULL,A3,B3,C3,D3,E3,3,G3
example:
CULL,00052754,000003.7,1,00009110,0x0000,1,0329101314
CULL,00042674,000003.5,1,00004321,0x0000,2,0329101314
CULL,00010204,000000.0,4,00005444,0x0000,3,0329101314
The 1 at the end of the first line indicates that this line is the status for the Master unit in the progressive flow network.
The 2 and 3 on the subsequent lines indicate that this data is for slave unit #1 and slave unit #2, respectively. The information contained on each line is of the same format as described in the Single softener section above.

Electrical Connections

The Culligan Data Cable Connector is terminated with a D-sub9 style female termination. The customer must provide the
following pin connections:

Pin
2 (Output)
3 (Input)
5 (Signal gnd)

Function
RD (this line is required even though no data is sent TO the GBE board)
TD (data coming FROM the GBE board
GND

The data coming from the Smart Controller board is at the following conditions:
Bits Per Second: 9600
Data Bits: 8
Parity: None
Stop Bits: 1
Flow Control: None
Refer to page 61 for a list of cables and kits currently available.
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Test the Data Port

The Culligan Smart controller is capable of communicating with many different types of equipment including laptop and
desktop computers running Microsoft Windows® operating systems. In order to connect the Smart Controller to a computer you will need a USB-to-GBE cable, Culligan P/N 01021507. You will also need to download a installation file from
the myCulligan Web site on the GBE downloads page. The file is called “Setup_Culligan_GBE.EXE”. Once you copy the
file to your PC, you can double-click on the file to install the USB drivers and the Data Port Output Viewer to your local
hard drive. You will be asked which directory you want to copy these files to. You may select any directory. Note: Previous
instructions showed how to view the output in Windows’ Hyperterminal. Although this is still possible, this program makes
the process much more simple.
The instructions for using the program are included with the download. The program is a simple viewer window that
shows the decoded messages sent to the debug port. See figure below.
The following pages describe how to send a mini report to the viewer.

NOTE
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Refer to the GBE Programming for Commercial Softeners and Filters, except HF xN Manual (P/N
01027295) for instructions on obtaining a system data sheet. This manual can be obtained from your
local dealer, on C-Port (www.cport.culligan.com) under the Technical Service Tab or on the Service
Tech App.
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This page contains materials and DCO information.
IT DOES NOT PRINT AS PART OF THE DOCUMENT!

Materials & Description: High Efficiency 1.5 Filter Installation & Operation
Size:

8.5” x 11”

Color:

Black Ink, 2-sided

Stock:

Front (2-sided) & Back (Blank) Covers on 110# White Index

PN 01024514

Inside on 20# white
Other:

Collate
Tape Bind, Black Down the 11” left side

Let

Change

By

A

New Art Created

KP

B

Revisions

AB

C

Revisions

D

Aprvd

DCO

Date

012720

10/01/11

KP

012950

02/15/12

AB

JS

013300

11/01/12

Programming Removed, Revisions

JT

DA

013931

09/06/13

D1

WQA Change - Backwash Startup Time

JT

YL

014057

10/31/13

E

SAC Changes, Added IAPMO & Greensand

GB/JT

MB

017278

06/15/17

